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Letters from the Editors

1

 All of my life, I have always enjoyed art in its many forms.  I have always felt that the 

world would be more beautiful with lots of bright colors, and I appreciate everything of beauty 

in this world.  The Kaleidoscope has always fascinated me, and I was anxious to become a part of 

something that showcases all of the artistic talent that SRC students possess.  I am proud to 

have been a part of something that is so special at SRC and I have met some wonderful people 

that I will miss when I graduate.   

 Ryan Dowell is simply amazing not only as an artist, but as a person as well.  Ryan and I 

bonded over our love of art and he continues to inspire me every day.  I will miss Ryan the most 

out of the people I’ve met at SRC, because he is one of my best friends.  I could not ask for a 

better co-editor, and I wish him the best of luck in all of his endeavors.  

Lindsey Nebergall is an awesome person who appreciates art and music, and is also one of my clos-

est friends.  She is a ray of sunshine on a cloudy day, and her smile brightens up any room she 

walks into.  Rich Markley is extremely intelligent and looks at things in a different way, which 

helped me understand many aspects in ways I never could before.  Sam Shafer is also an amazing 

artist, and his perspective on art is very unique due to his cinematography background.  He always 

knows what to say or do to make me smile, and I will miss him. 

-Danielle Madtson

 I feel that this publication is one of the shining examples of the talented people who are 

here at Spoon River College.  This magazine only showcases some of the triumphs of these stu-

dents. Every day in the art, writing, and drama labs and rooms you can just see creativity thriving 

in these amazing individuals.  I’m so glad to be a part of this publication with such wonderful peo-

ple.  Danielle is one of my best friends and she has been a muse to me artistically. She brightens 

my days with her kindness and also her amazing hair. This year we also have two new assistant edi-

tors to pass the torch onto next year.  Lindsey Nebergall is one of the funniest people I have 

ever met and also one of the sweetest. She has a keen eye for artwork and writing and I know I 

she’s a right pick for next year.  The same with Rich Markley, he too shares a keen eye for stu-

dent work and was a great person to work with.  Sam Shafer may not be coming back to be an edi-

tor to the magazine next year but he too had a keen eye for work. This year’s magazine is awesome 

and I am very proud of all the talent in these pages.  Just as Van Gogh once said, “Great things 

are done by a series of small things brought together.”

-Ryan Dowell
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Forgotten Melody
Danielle Madtson
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Gone
Matt Sale

Are you still awake?

He’s Gone now, walked home

Shall we drive alone?

The Fireflies will light our way

Morning Now, We Cannot Stay

Banished from the garden

Do Not Leave

Let Us Play

Still Here?

Take My Breast in hand, 

to feel

to heal

no more time

we must run

but keep and last

this taste

my tongue

i am one

OLD BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
TAYLOR SNOWMAN
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I can Do this alone
Tisha Markley

Don’t Be Judgmental

It’s Not your place

You Shouldn’t Opine

On the concept’s face

It Isn’t Nuance

But it’s truth yet unknown

You Know not of beneath

so just let it alone

It Isn’t your place

ThOugh a spade is a spade

Your Ideas are yours

But my bed is made

The dreams that I labor

Are Desperate and clean

and from them I suffer

But Knowledge is gleaned

I’ve waded and shuffled

I’ve played out my hand

I know what I’ve done

I don’t need your hand

You Claim to be helpful

But you’re truly just eyes

you want to see failure

Want to see who will die

You push me, you question

You must know it all

You can’t understand

I’m Not up from this fall

I’m still on my knees

And your grin, obvious

your concern is feigned

i’m not oblivious

I don’t like your candor

I don’t like your tone

Just take a step back

I can do this alone.

All for you
Taylor Snowman
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King Tut
Garry mathews

Universe
Tisha Markley

Isn’t it interesting

 How We’re all so interwined?

 Left Behind?

 Yet, Consigned

 Much Maligned

 By Static Beauty through the veil.

We Trudge on, Promise on our tails,

As If We’ve No way to prevail.

Fascinating that we

 always know which way to get lost.

But we’re blissfully ignorant of cost.

No avenue we won’t exhaust.

We’re Stardust, you and me.

Stardust with a sentient bent

ancient aliens, we evolved in hot, volcanic  

 vents

We’re Resilient little ladies and gents

 But we’re caught up in our thighs

 And How we look in each others’ eyes.

Such Chaotic, violent beginnings

 But we’re always up for extra innings

Such a suprise to me

 That one could ever dream

 Of making something up to deny the big  

 bang

13.7 billion years is no lie

 But we’re back to battle cries.

 Gods and monsters and sons and ghosts

 And Virgins we should toast

 And winter days to make the most

 of what the fairytale permitted us to  

 have

I love the universe in YOU

I love the universe in ME

I love the universe of everything that we  

 can hope to be.

the ideal model and shopper

sam shafer
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You Will Die
Tisha Markley

When life gets overwhelming

 Remember you will die.

Keep firm in mind that all this could

 Pass on in the blink of an eye

Hold Firm to life, that’s all there is

 There’s just the here and now

A moment’s thought of bleakness 

could

 You, with hope, endow.

Remembering mortality

 Is best how I endure

The thoughts that I can take no 

more.

 It anneals but remains obscure.

Not many contemplate themselves

 As ceasing, once, to be.

But the fleetingness of life

 Is what makes it sweet, to me.

The Last Time
Taylor Snowman
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Locked In
Rich Markley

 

 You find yourself at a party you never wanted to go to in the first place, 

friends dragging you along so they can meet up with something that makes their 

little heart go pitter-pat.  With a sigh you skirt around the house, scurry-

ing away as the rooms fill up with bleached women covered in so much glitter it 

would choke Tinkerbell, and men sporting trucker hats that only they find ironic.  

If these people might have been just your friends you could have seen yourself 

blending in, throwing back the red plastic cups with the best of them, instead you 

find yourself slinking away.

 

 You place yourself in quiet corners only to be chased away as more people 

spill in, until your only choice is the laundry room or a bathroom.  After figuring 

out which one it is has the lock you swoop into a stark white bathroom and quick-

ly lock the door behind you.  Leaning against the sturdy door you close your 

eyes and try to relax for a second.  Big parties have never really been your 

thing and you aren’t really sure why it is you said you would come to this one, 

oh that’s right because THEY asked you to.

 

 You slide to the floor, chuckling to yourself as you realize how complete-

ly ridiculous the situation is.  You came to a party to spend time with someone 

and you’ve locked yourself away from everyone, what a brilliant plan.  Standing 

you brush yourself off a little, looking at yourself in the mirror to make sure 

you look presentable.  A knock on the door breaks you out of your thoughts, 

your hand shooting out to immediately shut off the light.

 

 Standing in the dark you wonder why you just did that, who ever is outside 

the door is going to see the light from under the door go out and know someone 

is there.  Another well thought out plan, you think to yourself as you reach 

for the light.  Your hand comes in contact with cold tile, sliding along it look-

ing for the switch you just hit.  Confusion floods your mind as you can’t seem to 

find it, then fear slowly mounting inside you as you the seconds tick past.  It is 

then that you realize that you can’t even feel the door, just piece after piece 

of cold tile.  Your heart is threatening to beat out of your chest as you fling 

your whole body against the wall, trying to find any possible exit.

 

 in the back of your mind you can’t help but think that in some sick way this 

is what you wished for, you came to a party and more than anything you wanted 

to be alone.  tears running down your cheeks as you realize how desperately 

you don’t want to be alone, you would kill to have someone there with you in the 

dark so you aren’t alone.

 

 “Don’t worry, you aren’t,” comes from behind you in the darkness, warm breath 

tickling across your neck as the deep voice speaks almost teasingly.
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The Shore
Joy White

We all trembled with excitement as we heard the weatherman on the 9 o’clock 

news speaking of the weather about to approach our area.  I was 12 years 

old then, and about to face my first hurricane.  I could tell by the morn-

ing grayish-black sky that whatever was coming, was harsh and brutal.  Stand-

ing on the porch of the house that my grandfather had built from his earnings 

in World War II, I felt safe and sound.  I looked ahead as a massive rush of 

air moved in, and the sky’s gray color had begun to swirl.  The house was built 

on a small piece of land just off of the river that wasn’t very far from the 

bay.  I remember as a child how every fourth of July, I would appreciate that 

day and swim as my entire family celebrated with a party.  This house was more 

than a building, it was a monument of our family, and of good times.

I suddenly heard a door slam shut.  I turned to look behind me, and I saw my 

cousin braving the wind and smiling.  I almost could not tell if he was smiling 

or the wind of the storm was forcing a smile on him but his eyes said every-

thing!  He was feeling the same rush of excitement as I was.  We watched as 

the water reflected the bright gray of the sky, as the sun’s light was bare-

ly seen.  Though the wind was loud I could hear my Aunt’s voice clear as she 

ordered us to come inside.  Her voice is the kind that is sweet as honey but 

could bend steel.  As we reluctantly headed inside, we could hear the boats 

crunching against the dock.

Metamorphosis
DAnielle Madtson
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Air force academy Chapel
Susie Mathews
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Playtime
Kara Black

Heart Sleeve
Tisha Markley

As if I’m going to start wearing my 

heart on my sleeve.

As if I’d walk around smiling with my 

chest open wide.

I could never let you see this part 

of me. 

I could never let you see the things 

I hide. 

There are things locked inside me with 

words as the locks. 

You can tick all the tumblers but 

you won’t get in.

My heart is stone cold and it’s hard 

as a rock

As far as you know, and you aren’t 

getting in. 

I’d say I prefer honesty but that is 

a lie

I prefer it from you but I won’t be 

so kind 

You can yell all you want, I’m not 

going to cry

I’m too hard myself, I think you may 

find. 

“To my grave” is a statement I’d love 

to profess

But I’m not good at being tight-lipped 

I’m a book left wide open with se-

crets to confess

I’m trying to be what I’ve wanted to 

be

From the day I learned I could de-

cide

But to choose isn’t making, I soon did 

see

And to make is to fight off the tide

So perhaps my sleeve the place to 

be 

For a frozen little bastard like him 

Maybe he’ll grow and feel and see

And maybe I’ll learn to trust him 

again. 

Study of warhol
Ryan Dowell
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Looming Decay
Kara Black

St. LOuis Cathedral
Danielle Madtson

tree of life
David smail
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Love Bites
Danielle Madtson

Love Manifesto
Danielle madtson

I Hope she makes you happy

I hope she makes you smile

I hope that she is able

to go that extra mile.

We could have been so phenomenal

so beautiful, so free

But all of that just turned to dust

the moment you didn’t pick me

I won’t be back for seconds

I’ve severed all our ties

Because you were  so selfish

i’m done believing the lines

her face looks like a train wreck

her mind is empty and compliant

so different from me in many ways

I guess i’m more defiant

Accept me as i am

Don’t expect me to change

because there is nothing wrong with me

I guess I was just out of your range.

Open Heart
Jessica Dickinson

Love Bites
Danielle Madtson
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Aged Beauty
Ryan Dowell

All That remains
Garry mathews

Jar of Broken Hearts

Sam Shafer
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3rd place cover design
Alex ogden
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2nd place cover design
Ryan Dowell
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Sweet dreams

Danielle madtson

True beauty

Taylor snowman

      Sleeping Beauty
         Tisha Markley

My name is Sleeping Beauty.

Better known as sweet Aurora. 

My finger pricked a thorn and now I’m 

through. 

I wait in beds of silk and velvet

On a man to come and kiss me. 

It’s not what it sounds like but it’s 

true.

My hair and make up, perfect, that’s a 

must. 

My dress, no wrinkles, fits me like a 

glove. 

Our love is sudden, unexplored, 

Because he woke me hours before

Our wedding day, the day he took the 

crown.

My name could be Ophelia, so you see.

Every thought, decision, made for me. 

I am written by my husband, 

Not a human being, am I?

A different kind of jester in his 

court.

This is all the freedom I have known.

And this is all the freedom I will 

know. 

A crown on men denotes distinction

On a woman, just extinction

Of the freedom just, alone, to think. 

Disney tells you firmly, girls, don’t 

see

All the things ahead of you and me. 

Just keep smiling

Don’t get wrinkles!

Bake him cookies, 

Lots of sprinkles!

Thinking gives you frown lines!

Don’t do that!
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parent’s worst nightmare
taylor snowman

blood oranges
kara black

   

hard pill to swallow
        Danielle Madtson

I said “I’ve gave up trying.”

You pushed my hand away

With tears in my eyes, I tried and tried

To think of better days

Like wild flowers in the field

And the love notes on my windshield

Everything became so real, so fast

And yet I feel like I am put last.

So you can take everything back

Every empty promise

Everything that you lack

Because our journey is near the end

True colors are hard to hide

You conceal them, and they shine from 

the inside

I no longer like what I see

I feel that it is time to truly be me
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self portrait

kara black

   dark sentinel
        jessica dickinson

On purpled horizon he take’s quiet wing

Obsidian sentinel, graven, stoic and grim, 

Belies his purpose and does not sing.

A hovering tear across the dim. 

An otherworldly austere go-between,

Escort for the unrotting, infinite reposed.

Dusky shadow of observed but seldom seen, 

Until he attends his service, unopposed.

Present to pluck with poised and clever beak,

The immortal soul from shells rendered silent. 

Taken to Destinations we all must someday 

seek,

Be it joyous and inviting; or dark and violent.

We would wander with infrequence when we flee

Our mortal coil, without a guide such as he.
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A heart is simple, yet complex

It beats to keep one alive

But how can something so relatively 

simple

Cause so much destruction 

when broken?

A broken heart will change you

It will hurt every part of your body

You feel as if you were robbed of your 

identity

The person that you thought you were

Turns out to be false

I feel like I gave you everything

Every part of me, everything I had

Including my heart

And it was not good enough for you

You prefer anyone else but me

And this has always blown my mind

I know I have my flaws

But I am still a good person under-

neath it all

This was a learning lesson for me

A lesson on how to guard your heart

And not let anyone in

This has been the hardest lesson of 

all.

Lesson Learned
Danielle Madtson

Bite me, Ruin me

Ryan Dowell
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the little revolutionary

Tisha Markley

She watched them from the shadows, 

as the mundane copies passed. 

They did not shift from careful lines, 

kept walking ‘til the last.

No eyes diverted from the front, 

Their views remained unchanged. 

She shook her head and turned away, 

“A revolution need be arranged.”

So from the shadowed hiding spot, 

The list of demands unfurled 

The little revolutionary’s 

Shot heard ‘round the world. 

She called to them with fervor,

She waved her hands and screamed.

Her arms dropped to her sides.

“I’m too small to be seen.”

She breached the lines and called 

again. 

They made a space for her. 

She marched along and searched the 

faces, 

Everything a blur.

And when she broke away again, 

Her spot went on unfilled. 

She let them pass without a move. 

“It seems I’ve an army to build.”

portrait of kara

Ryan Dowell
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inner self portrait

Ryan Dowell

aphorism rant

Tisha Markley

Better to fucking love and lose?

What disgusting tripe. 

That bullshit, bright-side “aphorism”

Embodies my biggest gripe. 

How is it beneficial 

To have your psyche destroyed?

To alienate your affectionate side?

To find, with your heart, they have 

toyed?

To love and to lose is to falter

To become jaded and hard before 

life. 

To love and to lose is too painful. 

To lose, at all, is a knife.

Imagine, for me, that your loved one

Your closest and dearest of all 

Is gone. Well, its best that you had 

them. 

Carry on, no use mourning their fall. 

It’s just ‘cause you won’t embrace 

pain

That you embrace this proverbial 

shit. 

It’s better you feel emotionally 

maimed

Than safe and informed by my wit. 

purple flowers

susie mathews
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just a memory

stephanie reed

The memory of you is so strong.

I can hardly stand it.

Anything I say, anything I do.

It’s a curse, you never leaving.

There are times you have faded, 

Almost to nothing.

Then you creep back into my mind.

A flood of tears and memories sur-

rounding me.

I almost always drown.

But then a hand reaches for me and 

pulls me out.

I can never tell if it’s God or if it’s 

supernatural.

Or is it just me fighting, not giving 

into you?

It took me this long to realize that 

they are just thoughts,

In my head.

Things that are unsettled, good and 

bad, aged and recent.

And, you,

You are just a memory.

nineteen years
ryan dowell

I’ve always wanted you to leave me.

From birth till the day we had to flee, 

rows of bruises, blisters full of blood

your bones cracked, thud. 

you came crashing down in a night of tears, 

the days before you created all of my 

fears.

you never knew what happened from your 

choices,

crying out in an Oldsmobile, nobody could 

hear our voices, 

you chose to look the other way giving in 

to what you wanted, 

all the scars will never leave, from your 

blood, unw

cold winter

Ryan lashbrook
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Self portrait

Ryan dowell

Tools of the trade

Danielle Madtson
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Life is not so simple when you wear your 

heart on your sleeve.

The longer it’s on there, the more it gets 

washed.

Round and round. Round and round.

Back and forth through the soapy, sudsy 

hell.

Your heart colour fades, and the sleeves 

get frayed.

One day, you find yourself with almost 

nothing left of your heart that’s on your 

sleeve.

You stare at the tattered cloth.

What do you do with little to nothing left?

Do you throw it away to be unwillingly 

washed again?

Do you repair it?

There is almost no hope for this worn soul.

Ah! Do I remember the days where my heart 

was in the same place.

It took the beatings just like everyone 

else’s.

The bubbles were almost too much for me. 

The cycle too fast.

Firewater in temperature.

I could not stand the pain of it no more!

I fought against the mechanical current to 

reach the off button.

Off, so I could breath again.

Off, so I could think again.

Off, so I could live again.

It’s a continuous battle.

Man versus Life.

The machine of excellence.

To defeat perfection and all its flaws.

Will be the day the cycle stops.

The suds subside; the water calm.

Your heart at rest.

Washing Machine

Stephanie Reed

Eye of the beholder

Molly glad
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childhood’s end

Tisha Markley

I hereby and henceforth relinquish 

The responsibility of adulthood for 

my nostalgic memories of being 8 years old

The carefree days of a child’s high

from Jolt Cola

and Pixie Stix

while sitting in the shade of a great tree

Bare foot, popping summer-telling

Tar bubbles on the sun-warmed streets

With laughter bubbling from our mouths.

Thinking that everyone is good and honest.

Unless they’re a boy.

And even then, forgetting cooties

For the sake of evading the Lava Monster.

The days when you weren’t scared

Because you didn’t know you should be.

When justice and honesty

Didn’t have shades of gray

When tears were dried with sugar

And caffeine

And Band-Aids on scrapes

As you ran back into the summer heat

To be cooled by a drink from the garden hose

So take my debit card

My cell phone

My tuition bill.

My concern for the global rate of things.

If you need me, I’ll be back in time for dinner.

Carmella

Ryan Dowell

castle

susie mathews
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Mask 

Ryan Lashbrook

Nightmare

Rich Markley

 You’ve woken up from a nightmare, your heart racing, your breath quickened, and your eyes 

closed tight.  Your room is silent and still, you can feel your comforter safely cocooned around 

you.  You’re not sure what you dreamed of but you know it was enough to scare you shitless and 

as you lay there safe and sound in your bed you don’t dare open your eyes.

 “It was only a dream,” You tell yourself, trying to calm down, mouthing the words as if it 

adds some sort of power to them.

 A creaking floor board shakes you out of your thoughts, cold chills running up your arms.  

Any degree of relaxation you achieved was lost as your thoughts turn to what could have made 

that sound.  As much as you want to look you keep your eyes closed as tightly together as pos-

sible, something in the back of your head reverting to childhood, if you can‘t see it then it doesn‘t 

exist.  Something in the back of your head is telling you that if you open your eyes whatever is in 

the room will get you and once you‘ve been gotten all is lost.  You suddenly catch yourself, al-

most chuckling as you think how absurd this is, the sound was probably just a settling board, and 

nothing else.  Relaxing you snuggle deeper into your bed when you hear a second floorboard creak, 

this time closer to your bed.

 Even though you can’t see it you can feel it drawing closer and closer still, the tension 

building.  Your brain races with possibilities as to who or what it could be but your mind comes up 

blank, you are alone in the house tonight.  When the floor creaks right next to your bed your 

hand under the blanket grips the sheets hard, clawing at the fabric in fear.

 Your bed sinks down next to your arm, as if something is sitting next to you, looking over 

you like your mother used to do.  You fight the urge to let out a scream as you realize that it’s 

leaning over you, watching you.  You have no idea what to do but you can feel its gaze drilling into 

you, as if its trying to see into your thoughts.  Every inch of your body is screaming out for you 

to react in some way but you have absolutely no idea what to do and for some reason you feel 

paralyzed.

 At some point in the night you pass out, waking up the next morning to sun streaming your 

windows, your senses somehow totally aware.  Sitting up in bed you look around, everything in your 

room as you left it.  Swinging your feet off the edge you look down confused, something crunch-

ing under your bare foot.  Examining closer you find a single oak leaf, turned orange by the fall.  

You begin to wonder how it got there, walking to your window to check if they are closed.  Trailing 

off across your yard you spot them, tracks in the fallen leaves leading up to your house.  As if 

a bolt of lightening shoots through you the previous night runs through your head.

 You see those “creatures” have been walking the earth since the beginning, going complete-

ly unseen.  Since we have been alive they have crept closer to the campfire, standing over us as 

we slept, hoping, wishing, praying that the person below them would open their eyes.  That’s all it 

takes, a flutter of your eyelids and all hope is lost and your very being is firmly grasped within 

their fingertips.  Now aren’t you glad you didn’t open your eyes.
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Combs

Tisha Markley

I don’t really think that he sees me

As more than little Tish, little girl, little me

He’s not filled with desire nor bitten by intrigue

He’s not drawn to my mystery, I’m well below his league

But at night between nightmares

I find comfort in smiles

His lopsided grin seems to stretch for miles

It’s nice to see love in his wisdom-filled eyes

And I’ve energy from them in the morning to rise

It’s absurd to find solace in the absence of things

By imagining love and romance via wings

It’s absurd to hope sadly for what mustn’t be

It’s absurd, it’s absurd, to not grant yourself free.

McDeath - Instillation 

Piece

Ryan Dowell
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Memories frozen in time

Taylor Snowman

Rich

Tisha Markley

You’d do well

Little blank shell

To soak up all the color

Try your best

To best the rest

With markings interstellar

Do what you can

Outshine the man

Outshine the grey old masses

Let out your words

Transcend the herds

Be rich like dark molasses

Empty not the pages

Dance upon their toes

Never fear, for love is here

You’ve cast off your own woes

Lost Hope

Lindsey Nebergall

I see the way that you look at me

The tortured girl inside you can’t see

I see my reflection to the same as you

However you have no idea what I go thru

For you to yell your thoughts of hate

Makes me sick and pray for a clean slate

Just when I start to let down my wall

You remind me to not let it fall

I am always good at hiding my pain

However last night my tears came down like rain

You make me wish we never met

Sadly I still don’t hate you… yet! 
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crow

Kara Black

Dying for you

Phillip Turner

I lie awake at night

and no longer try to fight

as I...drift...away

What did i have to do

to prove myself to you 

so that you might stay

You’ve put me through hell

and you know this as well

i’d...do...anything

as a part of me dies

you can see it in my eyes

when I start to sing

I no longer want to or care to

so go on try it, I dare you

I’ve stopped my trying, i’m lying

and I’m not crying, I’m dying for you

I can’t make it through the day

without hearing you say

i was never worth it

and everytime that you do

it just reflects back on you

because that’s all bullshit

It may just be small

but when I cross you in the halls

i now can see

this special type of girl

who I would have given my world

was never meant to be

I no longer want to or care to

so go on try it, i dare you,

I’ve stopped my trying, i’m lying

and i’m not crying, i’m dying for you

Well I’ve fallen

I’ve crawlen

I’ve stumbled my way to the edge

I’m Beat Up

I’m choked up

God can’t you help me forget

I no longer want to or care to

so go on try it, i dare you

I’ve stopped my crying, and trying

I’m not dying, I’m lying for you. 
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Silent Guardian
Jessica Dickinson


